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Intention

The Soul Self Series was created to nurture awareness in oneself through self
discovery and exploration. This is a non-denominational guidebook series, and
devoted to nurturing critical thinking skills and reflections thereto.
Each title is a stand alone book and can be read in any order as you wish.
All books follow a familiar format, so the principles can be consumed easily.

Format

The content is purposely concise to provide readers with bite-size reflective
topics to consider. There are no wrong answers! This activity is simply
thoughtful questions, which are posed as possibilities. Notations, journaling,
doodling, and speculative pondering are encouraged to prompt engagement,
and enlist mindful critiques for enrichment, and expansion.

Best Use

For individuals it is suggested to print the journal pages of the book, and grab
a pen. While reading you can then immediately capture your thoughts and write
them down on the notation spots. As the book progresses, your thoughts will
develop into more ideas. So taking notes along the way will aid your memory.
It is not necessary to write down full sentences! Just jot down key words that
inspire you while contemplating concepts and theories.

Group Facilitation

Although this guide is in a workbook format, it is designed with larger type so
the content can be viewed on an overhead for group presentations. There are
separate individual and group Q&A pages for key topics. As well, a self reflection
page for journaling concludes this topic.
These guides offer options! Teachers can direct students to explore and answer
questions individually, in small groups, or by guided whole group discussions.
All Q&As are in black on white, to be printer friendly, and to conserve ink.

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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About You and
Your Soul Beliefs

vi
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Our Beliefs are powerful influencers that rule our lives.
Beliefs guide our thoughts, and our thoughts guide our
Beliefs that create action(s) which result in daily outcomes.
Beliefs help us navigate our life purposefully, gives value,
and seeks truths that brings hope and resolve.
While Beliefs are limited to our earthly body, Beliefs are
what motivates us to seek divinity, acquire sage wisdoms,
have soul journeys and settle matters of the heart.
In this Soul Self Edition we will explore:
●
●
●

Pr
e

●

The Origin of Beliefs
Beliefs and Our Thinking Mind
Why We Need to Believe
Beliefs Evolve and Mature
When Beliefs Need to Change
Perspective and Perception
The Power of Believing in Beliefs

●
●
●

Explore these pages with an open mind. Use the Q&A
reflections to examine your own Beliefs.
This guide’s intent is to provide understanding for how
Beliefs develop, change, grow, and mature with the
many experiences you will encounter in your lifetime.
ENJOY!
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The Origin of Beliefs
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When we are born we have NO Beliefs. We enter the world
as a blank slate when it comes to having any inclinations.
And most of our core Beliefs are formed in our early years
as children. It is life experience, what we listen to-, how
we interpret- and discern that instills our Belief system.
Initially Beliefs are taught to us. Then as we grow up
and mature, our Beliefs are self-taught.
Our set of Beliefs come from a variety of sources, both
internally—and externally. Influences of the mind, ideas
from friends, and family learned habits will start our list.
Beliefs also come from:
●
●
●
●

Pr
e

●

Thoughts that are validated
Spiritual quests and pursuits
Ideas that become implanted
Believing others beliefs and truths
Self awareness and enlightenment
Preferences that become integrated
Ideals and icons of society and cultures
Observing others choices and consequences
Feelings based on right or wrong, love or fear
Learned habits and behaviors that work for us
Accepting what others tell us without questioning
Formal education, school, and knowledge acquired
Personal experiences that provides a proven outcome
Theology, religion, religious organizations and pedagogy

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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If BELIEFS did not exist, would life have meaning—or purpose?

Are BELIEFS and Values different, the same, or equal? Explain.

Pr
e

Can collective BELIEFS drive masses of people to take action?
Give an example where this might have happened. Explain the outcome.

Group Participants:
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Why We Need to Believe
Having Beliefs…
●
●
●

vi
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●

Gives Faith
Gratifies Us
Gives Value
Brings Hope
Seeks Truths
Gives Meaning
Provides Purpose

●
●
●

Our soul seeks truth. In doing so, and finding our truths, it
brings meaning, value, and purpose to our lives.

Believing is rooted in our spirituality: the personality of our
soul. We are beckoned by our continual quest for more
truth. Our ever curious mind seeks not only the sentience
of wisdom, but wants…
Clarity
Awareness
Enlightenment

Pr
e

●
●
●

And we desire our earthly connection to our original
●
●
●
●

Source Energy and God
The Christ Consciousness
The Collective Consciousnous
Our Soul Self—and all that is.
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Attachment to BELIEFS can range from mild to strong. Evalute and
jot down quick thoughts and ideas. Determine if your age was a
factor in how much you became attached to your BELIEF.

vi
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1) A Strong BELIEF I have is:
On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) how attached am I to this belief?
Would this BELIEF be difficult to change? Explain why.
At what age did I develop this BELIEF?
2) A Common BELIEF I have is:

On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) how attached am I to this belief?

Pr
e

Would this BELIEF be difficult to change? Explain why.
At what age did I develop this BELIEF?
3) An Emotional BELIEF I have is:

On a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) how attached am I to this belief?
Would this BELIEF be difficult to change? Explain why.
At what age did I develop this BELIEF?
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Perspective & Perception
Develop from One’s Beliefs
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There are discerning differences between Perspective and
Perception. However both evolve out of Beliefs. Let’s define
each separately.
Perception is an interpretation of how someone understands
their world. It’s their ability to see, here, know, and feel. It is an
extension of one’s senses. An awareness with a mix of attitudes
and personal values.
Perceptions come from Beliefs of which thoughts and feelings
play a major role. It is common to change our perceptions with
life events and at transition points.

Pr
e

Perspective is a viewpoint that arises from observing the
whole picture. It is a conclusion based on observation and
assessment using logic and reasoning. You might say
Perspective is a more mature awareness as it comes
from a more objective vantage point.

Perspectives come from Perceptions, and both are based on
Beliefs. If this construction was put into building blocks, Beliefs
would be the foundation.
PERSPECTIVE

▲

PERCEPTION

▲
BELIEFS
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Address two (2) PERCEPTIONS you decided to change—and did.
Reflect on what motivated you to change your thoughts and how it
helped you to grow. Explain what you learned.
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DESCRIBE PERCEPTION #1:
What thoughts did I change?

What motivated the change?

How did the new (or modified) Perception help?
What did I learn?

Pr
e

DESCRIBE PERCEPTION #2:
What thoughts did I change?

What motivated the change?

How did the new (or modified) Perception help?
What did I learn?
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Thoughts
to Contemplate
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Is there an energy vibration or
Frequency that holds a
Person to their Beliefs?

If we allow Beliefs to define us,
We will forget who we
Really are > the essence of
Our eternal soul self?

Pr
e

How much of your self worth is
Dependent on your Beliefs?
Which is the more
Powerful influencer
In a persons life:
Thoughts or Beliefs?
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The Power of
Believing in Beliefs
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Whether your desire is to be happpy, healthy, abundant or
creative, the power of attainment is believing in your belief.
Additionally, you must also believe you-your soul self is worthy
and deserving of what you seek.

The key is to absolutely know
➔
You DESERVE to aspire;
➔
Your Soul is WORTHY of self fulfillment, and
➔
Your Consciousness BELIEVES this is your birthright.
When You BELIEVE…
Energy Flows

●

Behaviors Align

●

Magic Happens

●

Health Improves

●

Thoughts Manifest

●

Abundance Appears

●

Perception Changes

●

Perspective Matures

●

Happiness Abounds

Pr
e

●

●

And the Cosmic Consciousness Smiles as
YOU BECOME YOUR AWESOME SOUL SELF!
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Thank YOU for Previewing

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!

Enjoy Other Books in this Series!
For Questions & Inquires
Visit PattyAnn.net

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
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